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Zen Publications, Mumbai, 2006. Soft cover. Book Condition: New. 23 cms. 86pp. You cannot have an
ego because you are the ego: Consciousness identified with a name and form as a separate entity.
The sage responds to his name being called; therefore, the sage has an ego. The ordinary man also
responds to his name being called. What is the difference between the ego of the sage and the ego
of the ordinary man That is the core question. The answer is that in the ego of the sage the sense of
personal doership has been totally annihilated: he knows that he is only a psychosomatic apparatus
through which the Primal Energy functions and brings about whatever is supposed to happen
according to the Cosmic Law.The ego of the ordinary man is impregnated with the sense of
personal doership. The ego of the sage is totally free from the burden of pride and arrogance for his
good actions and guilt and shame for his bad actions, whereas the ego of the ordinary man carries
the burden of guilt and shame for his own actions and a heavier burden of hatred for the others for
their actions which have hurt him....
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Undoubtedly, this is the best function by any writer. It usually will not charge too much. I am just very easily can get a pleasure of looking at a written
ebook.
-- Alivia  Q uig ley MD-- Alivia  Q uig ley MD

A really great publication with lucid and perfect reasons. I have read through and i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet again down
the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ca de Nola n-- Ca de Nola n
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